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The 1960s and 1970s avant-garde has been likened to an ‘architectural Big Bang’, such was the intensity of energy and ambition in which it
exploded into the postwar world. Marked out by architectural projects that redefined the discipline, it remains just as influential today.
References to the likes of Archizoom, Peter Eisenman, John Hejduk and Superstudio abound. Highly diverse, the avant-garde cannot be
defined as a single strand or tendency. It was divergent geographically – reaching from Europe to North America and Japan – and in its
political, formal and cultural preoccupations. It was unified, though, as a critical and experimental force, critiquing contemporary society
against the backdrop of extreme social and political upheaval: the Paris riots of May 1968, the anti-Vietnam war movement in America and
the looming ecological crisis. Re-imagining the Avant-garde outlines how in contemporary architectural practice, avant-garde projects retain
their power as historical precedents, as barometers of a particular design ethos, as critiques of society and instigators of new formal
techniques. Given the far-reaching impact of the subsequent digital revolution, which has since reshaped every aspect of practice, the issue
asks why this historical period continues to retain its undeniable grip on current architecture. Contributors: Pablo Bronstein and Sam Jacob,
Sarah Deyong, Stylianos Giamarelos, Damjan Jovanovic, Andrew Kovacs, Perry Kulper, Igor Marjanovic, William Menking, Michael Sorkin,
Neil Spiller and Mimi Zeiger. Featured architects: Archizoom, Andrea Branzi, Jimenez Lai, Luis Miguel (Koldo) Lus Arana (Klaus),
NEMESTUDIO, Superstudio and UrbanLab.
Bamboo is a versatile and sustainable building material. It is lightweight, highly elastic and ductile, and in addition possesses qualities
especially in demand in an era of limited resources: renewability and abundant availability. This book provides a detailed manual for bamboo
constructions and presents a selection of built examples.
We know that power is shifting: From West to East and North to South, from presidential palaces to public squares, from once formidable
corporate behemoths to nimble startups and, slowly but surely, from men to women. But power is not merely shifting and dispersing. It is also
decaying. Those in power today are more constrained in what they can do with it and more at risk of losing it than ever before. In The End of
Power, award-winning columnist and former Foreign Policy editor Moisés Naím illuminates the struggle between once-dominant megaplayers
and the new micropowers challenging them in every field of human endeavor. Drawing on provocative, original research, Naím shows how
the antiestablishment drive of micropowers can topple tyrants, dislodge monopolies, and open remarkable new opportunities, but it can also
lead to chaos and paralysis. Naím deftly covers the seismic changes underway in business, religion, education, within families, and in all
matters of war and peace. Examples abound in all walks of life: In 1977, eighty-nine countries were ruled by autocrats while today more than
half the world's population lives in democracies. CEO's are more constrained and have shorter tenures than their predecessors. Modern tools
of war, cheaper and more accessible, make it possible for groups like Hezbollah to afford their own drones. In the second half of 2010, the
top ten hedge funds earned more than the world's largest six banks combined. Those in power retain it by erecting powerful barriers to keep
challengers at bay. Today, insurgent forces dismantle those barriers more quickly and easily than ever, only to find that they themselves
become vulnerable in the process. Accessible and captivating, Naím offers a revolutionary look at the inevitable end of power—and how it will
change your world.
An invaluable teaching text and clinical resource, this is a book about how to do psychotherapy--how to apply the science of change to the
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complexities of helping people develop new meanings in their lives. Explaining constructivist principles and illuminating what a skilled clinician
actually does in day-to-day practice, Michael J. Mahoney shows how to nurture the therapeutic relationship while implementing such creative
interventions as centering techniques, problem solving, pattern work, meditation and embodiment exercises, drama and dream work, and
spiritual exploration. Appendices feature reproducible client forms, handouts, and other useful materials.
The Flower Fairies Enchanted Garden Sticker Activity Book is more than just a sticker book---it's an activity book packed with fairy fun and
includes ideas and suggestions for collages, pictures, recipes, puzzles, and quizzes. Best of all, it comes with a beautifully decorated pull-out
background to place the stickers on to create a magical fairy scene.
Continuing the themes in the author's earlier books, such as 'Men are from Mars, Women are from Venus'. The author generalises about
differences between men and women, emphasises the need to work at relationships, gives hints on how to do this in specific situations, and
describes achieve ways to clear communication and unconditional love.
At thirty-seven, Christine Moore had a world-class case of burnout: frustrating career, a few dead-end romances, and a less-than-perfect
figure. Little did she know her life was about to change completely.... "Come out of the shadows, Christine. You've spent far too much time
hiding in shadows." The man who spoke to her was gorgeous -- long sable hair, faded T-shirt, black motorcycle jacket -- all astride a 1340cc
Harley-Davidson, mysteriously parked on a moonlit beach near her home. Christine was inexplicably drawn to this stranger -- who seemed to
know everything about her -- and as a sweet serenity settled over her, she surrendered to his words: "We have a lot of work to do, but it won't
feel like work. It will feel quite wonderful." So begins Christine's journey, a voyage of the spirit that frees her to appreciate each precious
moment of life -- and reveals to her six wondrous precepts that lead to the deepest peace and fulfillment we can ever know. For every woman
whose heart has ever been broken, but who believes in her soul that real happiness can be found, God On A Harley has arrived. Need a lift?
Humanity is aging. In the last century, life expectancy has increased by as much as 25 years, the greatest increase in 5'000 years of history.
As a consequence the elderly constitute today the fastest growing segment of the world's population. This new situation creates many social
problems and challenges to health care which both the developed as well as the developing countries will have to cope with. The present
publication shows that scientific progress has reached a level where nutritional interventions may play a decisive part in the prevention of
degenerative conditions of age, improvement of quality of life and impact on health care burden and resources. Topics deal with such
different aspects as the influence of prenatal and early infant nutrition on the future aged individual and effects of energetic restriction on
longevity. Further contributions include studies on mitochondrial alterations, digestive problems, specific metabolic deviations mediated by
insulin, bone degradation, structural changes, neuromuscular dysfunctions, mental state of the elderly as well as the response of the immune
system to nutrient intake. Finally the book offers a review of requirements appropriate to meet the age-related public health challenges of the
21st century.
Increased productivity. High morale. Effective change management. Reduced workplace conflict, stress, and burnout. These aren't laughing
matters -- or are they? Most business leaders today completely overlook one of the most valuable tools available to them humor. Using
dozens of examples and anecdotes, this book explores the connections between humor and creativity, teamwork, risk-taking, and effective
communication. In addition to exploring the benefits of humor, the author also provides research-based explanations and answers to
important questions like: -- What is humor? -- Why is it so closely related to creativity -- How does it reduce stress? The book also includes
exercises and tips to help you experience the benefits of humor for yourself, and will show you how to implement them in your work.
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From the bestselling 1001 series, comes a collection of 1001 quotations from numerous brilliant minds of the Ancient World through to the
present day. With quotes from everyone including Marcus Aurelius, Sun Tzu, Shakespeare and Nietzsche through to Ellen DeGeneres,
Nelson Mandela, Mark Zuckerberg and Monty Python's Flying Circus, there is an immense range of ideas, witticisms and musings to ponder.
The quotations cover a wide range of topics, including art and literature, culture, philosophy, politics, psychology and religion, made
accessible and brought to life by being placed in their historical contexts and accompanied by a wealth of illustrations.
A surprising new message for Og Mandino’s millions of readers—the priceless legacy of the commandments of success. Through the deeply
inspirational story of one extraordinary man who lived in the time of Christ—you, too, can learn to shed failure, overcome frustration and
heartbreak to achieve a rich, satisfying life of peace and well-being. Now, with Og Mandino’s help and guidance, you can play the game of
life fearlessly—and win. Accept his precious gift of wisdom and know the true rewards of limitless personal success
Now in its Fourth Edition, this Spiral® Manual presents clinical information and protocols in outline format for evaluation and treatment of
most endocrine disorders in children, adolescents, and adults. This thoroughly updated edition includes an introduction to risk assessment
and screening and results of recent clinical trials and their implications for treatment and prevention. Also included are summaries of recent
guidelines from the Endocrine Society and the American Academy of Clinical Endocrinology for prevention and management of many
endocrine disorders including diabetes, growth hormone deficiency, dysmetabolic syndrome, dyslipidemia, and obesity. New chapters focus
on comorbidities of Type II diabetes mellitus in children and use of growth hormone in adults.
Learn how to sell your Internet business while protecting yourself in the process. This book covers what you need to know to get the deal
done on terms favorable to you. Q&A with Mike Young: -Q: Why did you write a short guide about selling Internet companies? -MY: As an
Internet lawyer, I get asked questions by clients like "How do you sell your Internet business?" or "What's the best way to sell your Internet
business?" I decided to write this book to help entrepreneurs learn that selling an Internet business is relatively easy if you follow the steps
contained in this guide. -Q: Will this book help you sell your Internet business quickly? -MY: There are too many variables to guarantee a
quick sale. For example, the asking price, market demand, and the economy are factors. However, the strategies and tactics you learn in this
book will speed up the process while also reducing risks involving legal issues, taxes, and possible nonpayment by the buyer. The goal is to
get you what you want from the deal with minimal risk. -Q: Is this guide a selling your Internet business checklist -MY: The book is actually
more of a road map that takes you by the hand and walks you through the sales process. However, there is a Quick Start Checklist in the
book so that you know how to get the ball rolling once you decide to sell your online business. There's also a Resources section to help you
too.
The present book is a natural sequel to those three works that are read by English readers in England, America and India. It is properly
entitled A Message from Arunachala because it was written in a few weeks at his saintly masters hermitage on the lower slopes of that Hill.
He has described this hill in the first chapter, wherein he shows what sacred and inspiring associations it possesses.

Love is me, and love is you. You see, when you smile I smile too. When you’re around, the skies are blue. It’s like being
happy . . . times two! Monica Sheehan’s delightful follow-up to Be Happy! reminds readers about the surprisingly simple
acts that demonstrate love: giving a hug, sharing your toys, being a good friend, and much more. This vibrant, uplifting
title all about love makes a perfect gift for Valentine’s Day or any time of the year!
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Discover how your greatest creative power is also your greatest spiritual power. “All of us possess some electrical and
magnetic forces within, and, just like a magnet, we exert a force of attraction and repulsion... Between lovers that
magnetic force is particularly powerful and its action has a far-reaching effect.” - Samael Aun Weor In the heart of every
religion there are teachings about intimate human relationships, a sacred knowledge about the transformative power of
sex, which states that true spiritual mastery is a result of conquering base desires and transforming them into conscious
virtues. Harnessing and transforming the most powerful forces within places us on a revolutionary path to spiritual
awakening. Every birth is a magical act, performed through sex. Spiritual birth is no exception, and is accomplished
through a divine form of sexuality. “The physical union of a man and a woman, in essence, is a supernatural act, a
reminiscence of paradise, the most beautiful of all the hymns of praise dedicated to the Creator by the creature; it is the
alpha and the omega of all creation.” - Samael Aun Weor * Enter into the sacred mysteries hidden in all major religions *
Learn to practice the ancient science that inspired Tantra, Alchemy, Taoism, and other traditions * Filled with lively,
entertaining stories, and practical exercises and guidance for personal development
"First complete English-language publication of 10 songs published nearly four decades ago (see HLAS 28:2152) in
which the great Chilean laureate explores 'landscapes of the heart and mind.' Competent translations in a bilingual
edition. Lacks both an introduction and translator's note"--Handbook of Latin American Studies, v. 58.
Acclaimed fiction writer and poet Steven Heighton confronts our society's growing preference for the virtual -- in the
media, in our modes of communication, in art, in war -- as opposed to the visceral. In these essays Heighton explores
ways of remaining authentically creative and passionately engaged with life in an increasingly artificial world.
The miraculous story of a loving couple, their never-to-be-forgotten friend, a little girl, and a very special teddy bear....
Retired from his long, successful career as an agent to many of the most famous and dynamic motivational speakers in
the world, Bart Manning was happily enjoying his newfound freedom with his lovely wife, Mary. So why, one morning, did
he find himself headed back to the little office that he had never given up? He didn't know. But as he sat at his dusty
desk, he decided to go back into business. If God had sent him there, Bart told himself, he would wait for His plan to
unfold. Then, at a crowded convention, he found his answer in the person of a handsome young man named Patrick
Donne, whose deep, commanding voice spoke words of profound wisdom that electrified the audience. With the thrill of
discovery, Bart recognized Donne's short speech as the best inspirational talk he had ever heard. Bart was soon caught
up in the extraordinary realm that was Patrick's ordinary world, where even tragedy and sorrow became transforming
experiences and remarkable things happened.
This book is a master piece on science written by the greatest philosopher of all times, Aristotle. The text holds complex
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concepts explained in simple and easy manner as if the teacher is trying to understand the concepts with the students.
Though philosophers are considered to be far from science or reality but this book proves the contrary.
El privilegio de ser mam soltera es la descripcin de alguien cercano a millones de mujeres que viven circunstancias de
retos y triunfos. La autora, su protagonista, es una representacin de los anhelos de felicidad buscados en esta sociedad.
Es tambin la expresin de un profundo dolor al chocarse con duras realidades que intentan obstaculizar un futuro que est
a la espera; y es, adems, el ejemplo de la valenta, del esfuerzo, del trabajo, de la fe y, de algo vital para acercarse a la
plenitud: el amor. Es entonces, un smbolo de esas mujeres de carne y hueso, que viven, que lloran, que piden, que dan
y que saben que la preocupacin por la vida de otro, de un hijo, le da un sentido incalculable a la existencia de los seres
humanos. De igual forma los hombres, que buscan comprender y acercarse a ese mundo femenino, maternal, que a
veces les es extrao, tienen en este libro la posibilidad de mirar de frente las vidas que estn bajo su responsabilidad y
saber cmo sus actos pueden afectar, para bien o para mal, un destino en construccin. Esta inspiradora historia de vida
llena de amor y esperanza, nos muestra claramente como siempre hay una luz al final del tnel, si tienes fe, pasin, amor,
y ante todo, el coraje de buscarla Jaime Jaramillo. Papa Jaime Autor y Maestro Espiritual El amor de la madre hace
milagros. Mireya lo experiment al transformar su dolor en poderosas lecciones. Lecciones que ahora sirven de ejemplo a
las muchas madres solteras, para salvarlas de sus tristezas y supuestas limitaciones. Es un libro emotivo, revelador y,
sobre todo, inspirador. Liliana Marn/ Reportera, Autora y Periodista. Letra a letra, frase a frase, vuelan las pginas que,
con la velocidad de un colibr pintado de amor y esperanza, dejan al lector con un dulce sabor al leer la historia de una
mujer valiente y apasionada. Mireya narra su trayecto, lleno de retos y pasiones inmortales, hacia el acontecimiento ms
sagrado que se pueda experimentar: ser mam. Ricardo Chvez/ Actor, escritor y empresario.
Given the impact that good nutrition and keeping fit have on health and well-being in later life WHO in collaboration with the Tufts
University USDA Human Nutrition Research Center on Aging organized a consultation to review the scientific evidence linking diet
and other factors - especially exercise - affecting nutritional status disease prevention and health promotion for older persons. The
consultation focused primarily on practical issues including the establishment of explicit recommendations to improve the health
and nutritional status of older persons in a wide variety of socioeconomic and cultural settings. During the production of a
comprehensive report representing the outcome both of the preparatory work and of the consultation itself it was recognized that
new information emerging in several key areas should also be included. The combined results presented here are intended as an
authoritative source of information for nutritionists general practitioners gerontologists medical faculties nurses care providers
schools of public health and social workers. The specific recommendations concerning nutrient intakes food-based dietary
guidelines and exercise and physical activity should also interest a larger audience including the general reader. The main body
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discusses the epidemiological and social aspects of ageing health and functional changes experienced with ageing the impact of
physical activity assessment of the nutritional status of older persons and nutritional guidelines for healthy ageing. Additional
material covers food-based dietary guidelines for older adults - with particular emphasis on healthy ageing and prevention of
chronic noncommunicable diseases - and guidelines for promoting physical activity among older persons. ...This report is
significant representing an authoritative consensus related to the epidemiological and social aspects of ageing health and
functional changes experienced with age and the impact of physical activity. This valuable source of information is relevant to a
wide range of health professionals; the clear and specific recommendations concerning food/nutrient consumption and physical
activity for older adults should also interest a larger audience. - The Journal of the Royal Society for the Promotion of Health ...The
book is a timely publication which provides an exhaustive review of studies... This publication will certainly serve as a reference
manual for all those involved in nutrition gerontology and geriatrics. - Indian Journal of Medical Research
Discusses the ways in which parental attitudes shape the child's concept of himself and offers guidelines for creating positive
relationships
Turn water scarcity into water abundance! Earthworks are one of the easiest, least expensive, and most effective ways of
passively harvesting and conserving multiple sources of water in the soil. Associated vegetation then pumps the harvested water
back out in the form of beauty, food, shelter, wildlife habitat, and passive heating and cooling strategies, while controlling erosion,
increasing soil fertility, reducing downstream flooding, and improving water and air quality. Building on the information presented in
Volume 1, this book shows you how to select, place, size, construct, and plant your chosen water-harvesting earthworks. It
presents detailed how-to information and variations of a diverse array of earthworks, including chapters on mulch, vegetation, and
greywater recycling so you can customize the techniques to the unique requirements of your site. Real life stories and examples
permeate the book, including: How curb cuts redirect street runoff to passively irrigate flourishing shade trees planted along the
street How check dams have helped create springs and perennial flows in once-dry creeks How infiltration basins are creating
thriving rain-fed gardens How backyard greywater laundromats are turning "wastewater" into a resource growing food, beauty, and
shade that builds community, and more. How to create simple tools to read slope and water flow More than 225 illustrations and
photographs
The classic tale of a female Huck Finn, Peter Bogdanovich's film version of the book was nominated for four Academy Awards. Set
in the darkest days of the Great Depression, this is the timeless story of an 11-year-old orphan's rollicking journey through the
Deep South with a con man who just might be her father. Brimming with humor, pathos, and an irresistible narrative energy, this is
American storytelling at its finest. Paper Moon is tough, vibrant, and ripe for rediscovery.
Since its establishment 150 years ago as the world's first urban subway, the London Underground has continuously set a
benchmark for design that many transit systems around the world - from New York to Tokyo to Moscow and beyond - have
followed. London Underground by Design is the first meticulous study of every aspect of that feat. Beginning in the pioneering
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Victorian age, Mark Ovenden charts the evolution of architecture, branding, typeface, map design, interior and textile styles,
posters, signage and graphic design and how all these came together to shape not just the identity of the Underground, but the
character of London itself. This is the story of some of the most celebrated figures in design history - from Frank Pick, the guru
who conceptualised the design of the modern Tube with his idea of 'design fit for purpose', to Harry Beck, the creator of the Tube
map, and from Marion Dorn, one of the leading textile designers of the 20th Century, to Edward Johnston, creator of the distinctive
font that bears his name. Rich with stunning illustrations, London Underground by Design shows that design is about more than
aesthetic pleasure, but is crucial to how we get around.
“One is not born a woman, but becomes one”, Simone de Beauvoir A symbol of liberated womanhood, Simone de Beauvoir's
unconventional relationships inspired and scandalised her generation. A philosopher, writer, and feminist icon, she won prestigious
literary prizes and transformed the way we think about gender with The Second Sex. But despite her successes, she wondered if
she had sold herself short. Her liaison with Jean-Paul Sartre has been billed as one of the most legendary love affairs of the
twentieth century. But for Beauvoir it came at a cost: for decades she was dismissed as an unoriginal thinker who 'applied' Sartre's
ideas. In recent years new material has come to light revealing the ingenuity of Beauvoir's own philosophy and the importance of
other lovers in her life. This ground-breaking biography draws on never-before-published diaries and letters to tell the fascinating
story of how Simone de Beauvoir became herself.
Trusted advice on finding a coach and getting more out of life Life coaching is a popular, though unregulated, personal
development tool. This no-nonsense guide debunks the myths behind life coaching and gives expert advice on incorporating it into
daily life. Whether readers want to self-coach or work with a professional, this savvy resource provides essential tips on getting
priorities straight, being more productive, and achieving goals. Jeni Mumford (London, UK) is a qualified personal life coach and
an accredited NLP practitioner.
Becoming BeauvoirA LifeBloomsbury Publishing
Organizing and clarifying research and theory from diverse sources, including philosophy and cognitive psychology, this book
provides a framework intended to help educational practitioners (principals, supervisors, curriculum directors, and teachers) plan
programs for incorporating the teaching of thinking throughout the regular curriculum. Chapter 1 discusses the need for a
framework for teaching thinking and presents a historical perspective on the study of thinking. Chapters 2 through 6 discuss five
dimensions of thinking: (1) metacognition; (2) critical and creative thinking; (3) thinking processes--such as concept formation,
problem solving, and research; (4) core thinking skills--the "building blocks" of thinking--including focusing, information-gathering,
organizing and generating skills; and (5) the relationship of content-area knowledge to thinking. The final chapter presents
guidelines for using the framework. (A glossary of key terms and an outline of the book are appended, and thirteen pages of
references are attached.) (ARH)
Why should a coffee shop not include 479 cast-plaster coffee cup lids? Why should over 2300 car air deodorizers shaped like little
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trees not comprise a mosaic of a Volkswagen Beetle at a parking garage? Startling, playful and elegant ideas about how to handle
the reality of low budgets, small spaces and clients with no concept of the laws of physics abound here and include projects from
large institutional installation to homes and small utility buildings.
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